
Penetration Testing Services

Whether available to the public or only accessible by staff, 
all IT systems will be targetted by unauthorised activity and 
consequently must be assessed regularly for their ability to 
defend themselves against attack.  Penetration Testing services 
by IPSec Consult will provide your organisation with the 
knowledge it needs to properly assess its likely exposure to 
such attacks.
IPSec’s penetration testing services provide a structured suite 
of technical assessment services that will provide a real-world 
assessment of your organisation’s IT environment cyber-security 
capabilities.  Based on your organisation’s unique requirements, 
IPSec’s team of experienced security auditors will use industry 
leading tools and techniques to identify points of potential 
vulnerability and will make hand-assessments to validate the 
degree to which exploitation is achievable.

Where any potential security issue is identified, IPSec will provide 
your organisation with detailed reporting providing a clear 
understanding and direction for the mitigation and remediation 
of identified threats.  IPSec will provide highly detailed technical 
reporting, compliant with industry risk management standards, 
and business risk management reporting useable by your 
organisation’s audit commitee, senior management, and 
executives.

Upon conclusion of the penetration testing engagement, you 
will have a clear understanding of the threats facing the assessed 
solutions, how those issues can be remediated, and what level of 
risk they present to the organisation.

IPSec is a CREST Accredited 
Organisation

Key Outcomes

1

External testing of publicly 
accessible IT assets.

2

Internal testing of private IT 
infrastructure & services.

3

Assessment of wireless 
network security.

4

Security testing of web sites 
& web applications.

5

Mobile application testing.

6

Unique scenario security 
auditting.



About IPSec

IPSec are specialists in Cyber Security; experts who know 
how to identify and mitigate risk to businesses.

IPSec offers a holistic offering from consulting with CEO’s 
regarding their risk profile, to designing and implementing 
controls to mitigate the identified risks, to testing the 
effectiveness of controls.

IPSec is about mitigating risk by assessing vulnerabilities 
and threats, by designing and implementing customised 
security strategies, by managing execution and optimising 
results.  IPSec are guardians of business confidence, 
providing high levels of protection and optimal assurance 
of an organisation’s security posture.

IPSec is about mitigating risk, enabling confidence and 
agility by ensuring a reliable IT environment that allows 
business to get on with business.

External Testing
IPSec will simulate an attack from the Internet against your Internet 
facing IT infrastructure.  Using both automated tools and manual 
techniques IPSec will identify areas of weakness and vulnerability 
in exposed services that may permit unauthorised access to your 
intellectual property.

Mobile Application Testing
With so much confidential contant accessible via mobile device 
appropriate testing of mobile applications is more critical than ever.  
IPSec’s team of consultants are able to asses your mobile applications 
for potential security breaches and to recommend way to close them 
down.
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Effective Reporting is Critical
IPSec’s penetration testing reports are hand written and uniquely 
crafted to suit the needs of your organisation.  Providing appropriate 
levels of technical, management and risk information to guide your 
organisation towards the desired secure outcome.

Technical Reporting

IPSec’s penetration testing reports provide a detailed insight into 
all findings and provide sufficient detail for your organisation to 
reproduce how any vulnerability was identified and exploited.

IPSec’s consultants use the issues identified during the technical 
assessment to generate vendor neutral recommendations, providing 
appropriate methods of mitigation and remediation.

To assist your organisation with the appropriate prioritisation of 
identified issues, IPSec use the ISO 31000:2009 industry risk standard to 
rate findings in an appropriate and consistent manner.

Business Risk Reporting

IPSec’s risk consultants use the technical findings of the penetration 
test and are able to provide a business risk report appropriate for use 
by, the organisation’s audit committee, senior managenment and 
executives.

Risk Register & Remediation Task Management

Using the capabilities of IPSec Consult, your organisation can be 
provided with a secure and convenient mechanism for the collation 
and tracking of findings and progress towards their remediation.

Web Site/Application Testing
As the public face of the organisation and/or the principal point 
of regular contact with customers web sites & applications are of 
primary importance for the protection of the organisation’s and its 
client’s confidential information.  Equally so with internal web sites 
and applications that contain sensitive information important to the 
ongoing success of the organisation.

IPSec’s Web Site and Web Application Testing will conducted tests, 
using automated tools and manual methods, to identify and scope 
threat vectors, and to recommend remediation techniques.

Internal Testing
Acting as both authorised and unauthorised users of your internal 
IT network environment, IPSec will simulate hostile behaviours 
attempting to obtain access to information and/or IT systems without 
appropriate permissions.
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Wireless Testing
Wireless networks present many opportunities for bad actors to 
target the organisation’s IT environment.  Whether its inadequate 
authenticaiton mechanisms, configuration errors, or poor network 
segmentation all can cause intellectual property to be leaked wirelessly 
and silently.  IPSec offer a full range of wireless network security 
assessments.

Scenario Testing
When it is appropriate to create a unique program of tests and 
assessments, tailored to the unique use case of your organisation, 
IPSec’s consulting team is ready to assist.  With an ability to combine 
and utilise all of the most modern assessment techniques and 
practices, IPSec can tailor an outcome to suit your requirements.


